
WELCOME TO LLCE !

In addition to the work to be done in class and to the tasks (intermediate and final, oral and written)

that you will be assigned during each “séquence”, you will have to prepare:

A. A cultural diary (“carnet de bord culturel”)

It should be illustrated/ cleverly designed/laid out in order to be clear and attractive!!!

You absolutely MUST give arguments everytime you give your opinion...

This diary will be divided into chapters (corresponding to the “séquences” we are studying). 

1) Each chapter will mention for each document studied in class:

ü A short presentation of the work from which the document is extracted (type of work, date, title,

author, source +  a personal synopsis or summary of the whole piece of work)

ü A personal explanation of the link between the document and the theme of the chapter

ü A personal opinion with arguments about the document we studied (whether you liked it or not and

the reasons why: was it difficult ? interesting ? controversial ? completely new to you etc ?

2) For each chapter, you will add 2 or 3 personal documents (1 a literary doc, 1 that is not: visual

doc, oral doc , a review, an article etc)

ü Extracts from TV series, movies, extracts from novels, short stories, comic books, articles, YouTube

videos,  paintings,  poems)  that  MUST come from the  English-speaking  world (the  USA,  the  UK,

Australia, India, New Zealand, Canada…. etc)

ü Present briefly each of them and explain why you think they will be good additions to this chapter

(similarities in genre, topic, problematic issue/ how do they answer the main questions of the chapter

etc ?)

B. A synthesis on the chapter   ( = form of the exam end of 1ère LLCE)

1) Form of the synthesis

ü 300 words minimum, B1+/ B2 (written expression)

ü An organised (use link-words and typical structures) essay with an introduction, a precise outline and

a conclusion (cf essay methodology)

ü Con be typed or hand-written

ü To be handed in at the latest a week after the end of the sequence 

2) Content of the synthesis

ü The aim is to answer the main question(s) of the chapter ( = problematic issues)

ü Your arguments will be based on two or three of the documents studied in class and a personal one

(you can take it from my padlets)



Keep  in  mind  that  this  work  can  be  quite  long  to  prepare

(especially the “hunt” for personal documents), so get  ORGANISED and

try to write your ideas all along the chapter and not AT THE VERY LAST

MINUTE! If you have ideas for your diary and you want my opinion on

something, don’t hesitate to write me and ask for my advice.


